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ABSTRACT: The amyloid-β protein (Aβ) oligomers are
believed to be the main culprits in the cytoxicity of Alzheimer’s
disease (AD) and p3 peptides (Aβ17−42 fragments) are present
in AD amyloid plaques. Many small-molecule or peptide-based
inhibitors are known to slow down Aβ aggregation and reduce
the toxicity in vitro, but their exact modes of action remain to be
determined since there has been no atomic level of Aβ(p3)−drug
oligomers. In this study, we have determined the structure of
Aβ17−42 trimers both in aqueous solution and in the presence of
five small-molecule inhibitors using a multiscale computational study. These inhibitors include 2002-H20, curcumin, EGCG, Nqtrp,
and resveratrol. First, we used replica exchange molecular dynamics simulations coupled to the coarse-grained (CG) OPEP force field.
These CG simulations reveal that the conformational ensemble of Aβ17−42 trimer can be described by 14 clusters with each peptide
essentially adopting turn/random coil configurations, although the most populated cluster is characterized by one peptide with a
β-hairpin at Phe19−Leu31. Second, these 14 dominant clusters and the less-frequent fibril-like state with parallel register of the
peptides were subjected to atomistic Autodock simulations. Our analysis reveals that the drugs have multiple binding modes with
different binding affinities for trimeric Aβ17−42 although they interact preferentially with the CHC region (residues 17−21). The
compounds 2002-H20 and Nqtrp are found to be the worst and best binders, respectively, suggesting that the drugs may interfere at
different stages of Aβ oligomerization. Finally, explicit solvent molecular dynamics of two predicted Nqtrp−Aβ17−42 conformations
describe at atomic level some possible modes of action for Nqtrp.

■

INTRODUCTION
An increasing effort is made nowadays to determine the main
culprits in Alzheimer’s disease (AD). Although the pathological
aggregation of the Tau protein in neurofibrillary tangles within
the neurons is one hallmark of AD, there is increasing in vivo
evidence that the amyloid-β (Aβ) protein of 39−43 residues,
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Aβ10−40,20 but whether this reflects reality, the experimental
oligomer distribution varying from Aβ1−40 to Aβ1−42
peptides,29 or depends on the accuracy of the force field, remains
to be determined.
Many small-molecule or peptide-based inhibitors are known
to slow down Aβ aggregation and reduce toxicity in vitro. The
diversity in their structures suggest that these compounds act
by binding to multiple sites in Aβ (although mostly targeting
the amino acids 16−20 and 32−37) or by various modes of
action at different oligomerization levels.30 These experimental
assays do not report, however, directly on the population and
structure of the Aβ-drug oligomers. For instance, the small
compound Nqtrp reduces Aβ1−42 fibril formation as well as
the cytotoxic effect of Aβ42 oligomers toward cultured
neuronal cell line and has been tested successfully on a transgenic AD Drosophila model. The NMR structure of Nqtrp
bound to Aβ12−28 monomer showed the interaction with the
region 18−21,31 but whether the conformation holds for Aβ42
and oligomers remains to be determined. The same question
applies to the results of computational studies examining the
interaction of various drugs on Aβ16−22,32−34 Aβ14−20,35 and
Aβ1−2836 peptides. All-atom MD simulations starting from a
preformed protofilament consisting of five Aβ15−42 peptides,
along with transmission electron microscopy, CD spectroscopy, and cell viability allowed to test β-sheet ligands against
Aβ1−42-induced toxicity.37 Again, whether the designed
ligands are the most effective in terms of binding affinities
remains to be tested.
To increase our knowledge on the exact action mechanism of
known Aβ drugs, it is important to go beyond MD simulations
and/or short Aβ peptides. Recently, all-atom REMD studies in
implicit solvent found that nanoproxen has stronger antiaggregation potential against Aβ10−40 fibrils rather than against
dimers, suggesting potential limitations of this drug for the
treatment of AD.20 CG-DMD simulations examined the
formation of Aβ1−42 oligomer in the presence of C-terminal
Aβ inhibitors and found that Aβ31−42 and Aβ39−42 can be
considered as therapeutic leads for the treatment of AD.38
In this study, we have determined the structure of Aβ17−42
trimers in aqueous solution and interacting with five small
molecules identified previously as inhibitors. Drugs are labeled
as D1 (2002-H20),39 D2 (curcumin),40 D3 (EGCG),40,41 D4
(Nqtrp),31 and D5 (resveratrol).39 The choice of this Aβ
fragment and trimer is motivated by three bodies of data in
addition to the convergence problem to equilibrium ensemble.
First, the p3 peptides are found in amyloid plaques and their
contribution to AD toxicity might be critical.42 Second, the
region 17−42 displays a β-strand−loop-−β-strand conformation in Aβ1−40/42 fibrils allowing us to determine the probability of the N* state within the trimer. Third, Ono et al.
showed that toxicity ranks as follows: tetramer > trimer > dimer
> monomer, and trimers are almost as active as preformed
fibrils in the nucleation of fibril formation.17
Ideally, we would have liked to study the formation of
Aβ17−42 trimer in the presence of each inhibitor starting from
spatially separated Aβ monomers. Even using coarse-grained
potential, this is very time-consuming computationally. Moreover, the reduced representation is not appropriate for all of
these small molecules.43 To overcome these limitations, we
used here a multiscale computational approach, consisting
of CG REMD-OPEP simulations of Aβ trimers followed by
all-atom Autodock simulations of five drugs using all dominant predicted Aβ17−42 conformations and a fibrillar state.

principal constituent of the amyloid or senile plaques, is the
main culprit, and Aβ oligomers are the proximate neurotoxic
agents.1 The Aβ1−42 aggregates are found more toxic than
Aβ1−40 aggregates and the ratio Aβ1−40/Aβ1−42 differs by
10-fold between brains from nondemented controls and those
with sporadic AD. Neurotoxicity of Aβ peptides is also induced
by small changes in the Aβ42 to Aβ40 ratio.2,3 These Aβ
oligomers span a wide molecular weigth distribution ranging
from <10 kDa (dimer and trimer) to >100 kDa (high order
oligomers).4 In addition to the Aβ1−40/1−42 peptides, the
Aβ17−42 fragment, also called p3 peptide, is a constituent of
diffuse plaques in AD and cerebellar preamyloid in Down’s
syndrome, and it has been shown to constitute an additional
source of toxicity contributing to the neuronal cell loss
characteristic of AD.5
Although AD toxicity may originate from various factors,
including pore formation in membranes, oxidative stress, fibril
fragmentation, and Aβ binding to and influencing protein
receptors,4,6−10 if effective drug design strategies targeting early
formed oligomers are to be developed, detailed structure
knowledge of these Aβ oligomers in aqueous solution and
interacting with small-molecule drugs must be obtained. This is,
however, a very complex task by experimental and theoretical
means.
The overall picture of Aβ oligomerization is that the
monomer exists as an ensemble of predominantly random
coil structures with some ordered α-helical or β-sheet
conformations.11−15 Subsequently, these monomers form
transient oligomers of increasing order with various Boltzmann
populations depending on the sequence and the experimental
preparation conditions, preventing therefore their isolation and
structural analysis by NMR, until the formation of a nucleus
from which rapid amyloid fibril growth occurs.16 At a secondary
structure level, oligomerization is characterized by an increase
in β-strand, but its content varies from one experimental study
to another. Using filtration though 10 000 molecular weight
cutoff, circular dichroism (CD) of low molecular weight
Aβ1−40 aggregates gives 88% of random coil/turn and 12% of
β-strand at 295 K, pH 7.5, and day 0, emphasizing the
heterogeneity of the energy landscape.16 A different preparation
gives, however, a higher β-strand content by CD spectroscopy,
varying from 25% in the monomer, 38.6% and 40.8% in the
dimer and trimer, to 45% in the tetramer.17 On the theoretical
front, structure characterization of small Aβ oligomers is not
simpler and remains to be validated due to the approximations
used (levels of granularity of protein model and/or treatment
of solvent effects)11,18−20 to go beyond limited sampling of allatom MD simulations in explicit solvent.21−26 For instance,
simulations of Aβ1−42 based on the six-bead coarse-grained
(CG) OPEP protein model with REMD11 and a four-bead CG
protein model with DMD18 converge in the heterogeneous
picture of the dimeric ensemble with high turn/random coil
percentages and the negligible probability of the aggregationprone N* state with β-strand−loop−β-strand formation at
positions 17−42. This small population of N* has also been
discussed by simulations of Aβ10−3527 and Aβ16−3528 dimers.
In addition, all-atom extensive simulations based on two
implicit solvent models found that the dimeric configuration
consists essentially of intramolecular antiparallel β-sheets for
Aβ1−4219 or that it is described by three clusters with an
averaged α-helix and β-strand content of 21% and 37%,
respectively, for Aβ10−40.20 A very different configurational
picture also emerges between the tetramers of Aβ1−4218 and
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bonds were considered formed when the angle between the
donor and acceptor is less than 60° and when the distance
between donor and acceptor was less than 3 Å. We used the
PTWHAM version (weighted-histogram method for parallel
tempering) to compute the density of states as a function of
temperature.62 Cluster analysis was done using the gcluster tool in
the Gromacs 4.5.363 package with a Cα-rmsd cutoff of 3 Å. As
discussed in the Results and Discussion section, the Aβ conformational ensemble at 300 K can be described by 14 clusters
essentially random coil/turn in character and a very unlikely
fibrillar state.
Docking of Five Drugs onto Aβ17−42 Trimers Using
Autodock. Prior to docking, the center of each of the 15
OPEP-derived trimeric structures was subjected to MD
simulations after mapping to atomic models using Gromacs
4.5.363 in a cubic box (5 × 5 × 5 nm) filled with TIP3P explicit
water molecules.64 Relaxation of all Aβ structures was
performed at 300 K using 1 ns MD simulations with position
restraints of all heavy atoms, followed by 1 ns MD simulations
free of any restraints. The modified AMBER ff99SB force field,
namely, ff99SBildn, was used.65 At the end of the simulations,
the backbone RMSDs of 9 protein models were <0.5 and of 6
protein models were within 0.5−0.8 nm from the OPEP
structures. These final 15 structures, target proteins for docking,
are labeled from P1 to P15.
The initial topologies of the five drugs were generated in
Spartan and energy-minimized.66 The conformations were
further optimized at the HF/6-31G* level using Gaussian09,67
and the atomic partial charges were derived using the RED III
package.68
We used AutoDockTools 1.5.4 to prepare the pdbqt files for
ligands/targets and the control-parameter files for griding and
docking.69 Autodock 4.2 was used to implement docking and
calculate binding energies.70 Partial charges assigned by R.E.D
III were used for the atoms on ligands, and the atomic partial
charges of protein models were derived from the force field
ff99SBildn. Nonpolar hydrogen atoms were merged into the
connected heavy atoms. The dimension of the grid box was that
used for the MD simulation box (5 × 5 × 5 nm), allowing the
ligands to dock all around the target surfaces. Targets were
centered in the box. The grid maps had a spacing of 1 Å.
During the docking simulations with the genetic algorithm,
the Aβ trimer was kept fixed and all torsional angles of ligands
were allowed to move. Specifically, the number of degrees of
freedom were 5 for D1, 10 for D2, 12 for D3, 6 for D4, and 5
for D5. The number of energy evaluations per docking run was
set to 2 500 000. The binding sites and their populations were
analyzed by the integrated clustering method in Autodock. The
number of docking runs for each drug/protein target was varied
from 100 to 200, and we found that they gave converged results
for the dominant binding sites and their populations. Cluster
analysis used a rmstol = 2.0 Å for only the atoms in the ligands,
and rmsnosym was turned off (molecule symmetry was
considered). In this study, a significant binding site is identified
only when more than 5% of the total poses are located in the
same binding site.
All-Atom MD Simulations of Two Aβ−Nqtrp Complexes. Two Aβ−Nqtrp complexes predicted by Autodock
were also studied using MD simulations with the ff99SBildn
force field. Starting from their Autodock structures, the models
were placed in an octahedral box containing 5866 TIP3P
waters71 and 5 Na ions. Each solvated system was minimized
using the steepest descent method and equilibrated for 1 ns at

Two Aβ−Nqtrp complexes predicted by Autodock were also
subjected to all-atom MD simulations and their binding modes
of Nqtrp identified.

■

MATERIAL AND METHODS
Coarse-Grained OPEP Model. Briefly, OPEP uses a
reduced representation of the amino acids consisting of all
atoms of the main chain (N, Cα, C, O, and H) and one bead for
each side chain (Sc) with appropriate van der Waals radius,
geometry with respect to the main chain, and hydrophobicity/
hydrophilicity character.44,45 The force field, with implicit
solvent representation, is expressed as a sum of bonded terms
(bond lengths, bond angles, improper torsions of the side
chains, amide bonds, and backbone torsions) and nonbonded
terms (van der Waals interactions and two-body and four-body
hydrogen-bonding interactions).46
Though coarse-graining of the side chains cannot offer the
high frequency vibrational mode accuracy of atomistic models47
and the use of an implicit solvent cannot reproduce the protein
dynamics in explicit solvent, OPEP offers the advantage to have
a good trade-off between chemical details, accuracy of the
energy landscape, and computer speed. For instance,
activation−relaxation technique (ART) and greedy simulations
using OPEP have proven accurate in the structure prediction of
various nonamyloid peptides with chain lengths varying between
9 and 50 amino acids.48−51 In addition, MD-OPEP,52 REMDOPEP,53 and ART-OPEP simulations also helped identify the free
energy landscape of amyloid peptides by revealing aggregation54
or inhibition mechanisms33 that were confirmed experimentally,
and transient CG β-barrel structures55 that were also seen in
atomistic simulations.56 In this work, we use OPEP version 4,
which varies from version 3.2 by the use of a new analytical
formulation for the nonbonded interactions, and is found to be
more accurate than version 3.246 in preserving the native structure
of some proteins by MD simulations (manuscript in preparation).
CG REMD Simulations and Analysis. The primary
structure of Aβ17−42, LVFFAEDVGSNKGAIIGLMVGGVVIA, contains two hydrophobic patches Leu17−Ala21 (or
central hydrophobic core, CHC) and Ala30−Ala42 separated
by a hydrophilic patch Glu22−Gly30. The initial configuration
of the unblocked trimer taken from Luhr’s amyloid fibrillar
model57 was first minimized and equilibrated for 0.5 ns at
300 K. REMD simulations were carried out using 22 replicas
and a logarithmic-like temperature distribution spanning 250−
700 K. Exchanges between consecutive replicas were attempted
every 7.5 ps on the basis of the Metropolis criterion, leading to
an acceptance ratio of 30−40%. Each replica was simulated for
1.2 microsecond, leading to a total time of 25.4 microseconds.
Simulations were carried out using the RATTLE58 algorithm
with a time step of 1.5 fs, and the temperature was fixed by the
Berendsen’s thermostat with a coupling constant of 100 fs.52,59
OPEP-REMD simulations showed little variations in the
equilibrium structures and heat capacity curves of two model
peptides (monomer and trimer) using both the Berendsen and
Langevin thermostats.60
Several properties were monitored for analysis of the CG
structures. Secondary structure was determined using the
STRIDE program.61 Error bars for the secondary structure
propensities show the interval of confidence on the mean value
given by the bootstrap statistical analysis method. Intramolecular and intermolecular contacts between the side chains
(Sc) were considered formed if their centroid distances were
less than the sum of their van der Waals radii + 1 Å. Hydrogen
8414
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constant pressure (1 atm) and temperature (T = 300 K), using
the Berendsen coupling59 and velocity rescaling methods.72
Subsequently, each system was simulated at constant temperature (T = 300 K) and constant volume for 80 ns using
GROMACS. The equations of motion were integrated by using
a leapfrog algorithm with a time step of 2 fs. Covalent bond
lengths were constrained via the SHAKE73 procedure. We used
the particle-mesh Ewald method to treat the long-range
electrostatics interactions.74 The nonbonded interaction pairlists were updated every 5 fs, using a cutoff of 1.2 nm. Data
were collected every 2 ps.

■

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Convergence of the CG Aβ Trimer Simulation. The first
400 ns of each replica were eliminated for analysis to avoid any
bias due to the starting conformation. Convergence of the
REMD simulation was assessed by block analysis, i.e., using the
three time intervals 400−800, 800−1200, and 400−1200 ns.
Figure 1A shows the evolution of the total energy and Figure 1B,C

Figure 2. Turn (A) and β-strand (B) propensities as a function of the
amino acid index using all conformations between 400 and 1200 ns at
300 K. The dashed lines show the positions of Ala42.

high. There is also a β-strand probability ranging from 7.5% to
22% at positions 18−20, 30−32, and 36−40 in chain 1, at positions 19−21, 29−34, and 39−41 in chain 2, and at positions
32−34 and 38−40 in chain 3 (Figure 3B). We also find an
α-helix with a probability of 8.7 ± 0.5% spanning essentially the
region Glu22−Lys27 (data not shown).
Quaternary CG Aβ Structures. Using a Cα-rmsd cutoff of
3 Å, the quaternary structures can be described by a total of 15
clusters, representing 97.8% of all conformations. Figure 3 shows
the center of the five most populated clusters (panels A−E),
representing 64.6% of all conformations, and the center of the
15th cluster with a three-stranded parallel β-sheet (panel F) and
a population of 0.3%. This amyloid fibrillar state deviates by
5.2 Å rmsd from the Luhr’s PDB model.
The first cluster containing 19% of all generated
conformations displays a β-hairpin spanning residues Phe19−
Leu31 (strands at Phe19−Ala21 and Gly29−Leu31) in chain 2,
and a β-α-β-turn-β motif in the other two chains. In this motif,
the α-helix spans residues Glu22−Lys27, the turn spans
Gly37−Glys38, and the β-strand signal is rather weak, however,
with one H-bond between the two β-strands (Figure 3A).
The second cluster, in Figure 3B, with a population of 15%, is
very disordered though there is an interpeptide antiparallel
β-sheet spanning Leu17−Phe20 of CHC (chain 1) and Ile31−
Leu34 of the C-terminal (chain 3), an α-helix spanning Ala21−
Asn26 (chain 1), and turns at positions Gly37−Gly38 (chains 2
and 3). In this cluster, chain 2 is free of any secondary structure.
The centers of the third and fourth clusters are almost fully
random coil/turn in character. The fourth cluster in Figure 3D
displays, however, a short α-helix at positions Glu22−Ser26 in
one chain, while the third cluster in Figure 3C displays one
intermolecular antiparallel β-sheet between Val36−Gly38
(chain 1) and Val39−Ile41 (chain 2), and one intermolecular
parallel β-sheet between Ala30−Ile31 (chain 1) and Gly38−Val39

Figure 1. Evolution of some trimeric Aβ(17−42) properties as a
function of the time interval. We used three intervals: 400−800 ns (in
blue), 800−1200 ns (in green), and 400−1200 ns (in red). Total
energy (A), turn percentage (B), and coil percentage (C) as a function
of temperature. (D) Coil propensity of each amino acid in each chain
at 300 K with dashed lines showing the positions of Ala42.

shows the evolution of the turn and coil components from 250 to
600 K. We see that the three quantities are time independent when
averaged over 400 ns time windows. Figure 1D shows the coil
percentage along the amino acid sequence of the three chains at
300 K. Again, we see that the coil profiles remain unchanged using
the three time intervals. These results confirm that, with our
simulation protocol, the sampling of the trimer has fully converged.
In what follows, we focus on the results at 300 K and the averaged
properties of all conformations during 400−1200 ns.
Secondary Structure of the CG Aβ Trimer. Averaged
over all conformations and amino acids, the secondary structure
at 300 K is mostly turn (46.1 ± 0.5%) and coil (35.4 ± 0.5%)
and has little β-strand (7 ± 0.5%). Figure 2A,B shows the turn
and β-strand propensities as a function of the amino acid index
for the three chains at 300 K. Combined with Figure 1D, we see
that the turn probability varies from 40% to 90% for all amino
acids of the three chains except at positions Leu17−Phe20,
Ala30, Met35, and Val39−Ala42 where the coil probability is
8415
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more to the equilibrium quaternary structure than the interpeptide H-bonds. While there are many intramolecular H-bonds
with probabilities varying between 25% and 10%, the highest
probability reaching 25% between residues 21−25 and 22−26 of
chain 1, the maximal interpeptide H-bond occupancy is only 8%
between residue 39 of chain 2 and residue 38 of chain 1.
As a final step toward characterizing the quaternary
conformational ensemble, the first 14 CG centers (thus
excluding the fibrillar state) were transformed into all-atom
structures using the Scrwl4 program,75 and the solvent
accessible area surface (SASA) of each residue was calculated
using the dssp algorithm76 by considering the Boltzmann
probability of each cluster. It is striking that the SASA profiles
of the three chains superpose so well (Figure 6). We find four
peaks in the SASA profiles with values varying between 90 and
160 Å2 for the amino acids Phe19 and Phe20, Glu22, Ser26−
Asn27−Lys28, and Met35. We also note that while Leu17 and
Val18 are well buried, the C-terminal amino acids 40−42 and
notably Ala42 are more exposed to solvent.
Binding Modes of the Five Drugs to Trimeric Aβ Using
Autodock. Having identified and characterized the 14
dominant clusters and the less-frequent fibril state for trimeric
Aβ17−42, we can predit the binding sites for our five smallmolecule drugs. Each all-atom drug, labeled from D1 to D5,
was docked onto the 15 all-atom Aβ relaxed structures, labeled
from P1 to P15. For each drug−protein pair, 200 Autodock
runs were performed. Figure 7 reports the energies of the
dominant binding modes for each drug docked onto the 15 Aβ
targets. The binding energies of the drug−Aβ complexes vary
between −4.2 and −1.5 kcal/mol. Table S1 in Supporting
Information provides the same information with the population
of each binding site.
As seen in Figure 7, the drug Nqtrp is the most favorable in
binding to most of the protein targets; while 2002-H20 is the
worst scored indicating a lower probability to bind to Aβ
trimers. The drugs D1 (2002-H20) and D5 (resveratrol) bind
to all 15 Aβ structures, while the drugs D2−D4 (curcumin,
EGCG, and Nqtrp) do not have good binding modes for 5, 8,
and 3 Aβ structures, respectively (see Table S1, Supporting
Information, for details). We also find that the drugs have a
lower binding affinity for the fibril state P15 than most of the
other states. From Table S1 (Supporting Information), it is also
clear that there is not a unique binding mode for all drugs on
each protein target. For instance, Nqtrp (D4) finds three
binding modes, while curcumin (D2) finds five modes on the
Aβ P1 structure within 0.6 kcal/mol.
In each drug−Aβ complex, a good representative binding
mode was defined as the lowest-energy complex of the cluster
with the largest population. The five drugs, if with a
nonrandom binding mode, are simultaneously shown bound
to each Aβ target (Figure S1, Supporting Information). The
side chains of Phe19 and Phe20 in the three Aβ peptides are
also explicitly shown. Despite structure variability of the drugs,
it is interesting to note that for a given Aβ conformation, the
same binding mode (see the complexes P3-D and P7-D) or the
same binding region can be identified (see the complexes P1-D
and P2-D). Looking at the complexes P15-D, we find that the
four drugs 2002-H20, EGCG, Nqtrp, and resveratrol prefer the
same side of the fibrillar assembly, but they have distinct
binding sites.
To get structural insights into the binding sites, Figure 8
zooms on the drug environment for the lowest-energy pose of
each drug among all 15 protein targets. In all cases, aromatic

Figure 3. Cluster Analysis of CG Aβ structures. The centers of the first
five dominant clusters are shown: 19% (A), 15.4% (B), 13.3% (C),
8.4% (D), and 8.2% (E). The fibrillar-like state with β-strand−loop−βstrand conformations is shown: 0.35% (F). The first chain is red, the
second blue, and the third green. The population of clusters 6, 7, 8,
and 9 are 7.4%, 7%, 6.2%, and 3.8%, respectively. The population of
clusters 10, 11, 12, 13, and 14 represent 8.5% of all conformations.
Yellow balls show the positions of the N-terminal residues.

(chain 3). Finally, the center of the fifth cluster (Figure 3E)
displays an antiparallel β-sheet between Ile31−Gly33 of chain 1
and Gly38−Val40 of chain 3 and an α-helix of chain 3 at positions
Glu22−Asn27.
The intermolecular Sc−Sc contact maps are shown in Figure 4,
and the intra- and intermolecular hydrogen bond occupancy
maps are shown in Figure 5. All maps use all conformations
generated within 400−1200 ns. As seen in Figure 4, the binding
interfaces are rather complex, even though there is a nonnegligible probability for the three CHCs to interact with each
other. Looking at the intermolecular hydrophobic Sc interactions,
we find there is high probability of contacts between the CHC
(residues 17−19) of chain 2 and the C-terminal (residues 33−36
and 40−42) of chain 3 and a lower probability between the CHC
(residues 19−20) of chain 3 and the C-terminal (residues 35−36)
of chain 2 and between the two CHC (Figure 4c). The Sc−Sc
contact map between chains 1 and 2 in Figure 4a also shows a
high formation probability between the two CHC regions and
between the CHC of chain 1 and the residues 31−34 of chain 2.
In contrast, chain 3 interacts with chain 1, as seen in Figure 4b,
through the amino acids 30−31 (chain 3) and 39−42 (chain 1),
and the CHC of chain 3 with the C-terminal of chain 2. Figure 5
clearly shows that the intramolecular H-bonds contribute much
8416
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Figure 4. Intermolecular side−chain side−chain contact maps. We show the contact probabilities between chain 1 and chain 2 (a), chain 1 and chain
3 (b), and chain 2 and chain 3 (c). The strenght of the probability is color-coded varying from red (50%) to white (0%).

Figure 5. Intramolecular and intermolecular hydrogen bond occupancies. The upper triangle shows the intermolecular H-bonds and the lower
triangle shows the intramolecular H-bonds. The strength of the probability is color-coded: 0−10% and 0−30% for the inter- and intrapeptide Hbonds, respectively.

performed MD simulations on the first (P1) and eighth (P8)
Aβ−Nqtrp models. These two models were selected because
of their high and low Autodock binding energies of −3.9
and −3.3 kcal/mol, respectively.
We first looked at the conformational changes of the Aβ17−
42 conformation by calculating the Cα-rmsd of the individual
peptides with respect to the Autodock structure. Results shown
in Figure S2 (Supporting Information) indicate that in both
models, two peptides are very stable and that the third one is
more flexible. We then calculated the probability contact maps
between the atoms of Nqtrp and the centers of mass of side
chains for each peptide (see methods in Supporting
Information), and results are displayed in Figures S3 and S4
(Supporting Information) for models 1 and 8, respectively. For
simplicity, in what follows, we denote Ri(rj) a set of residues rj
of the peptide i-th, which form side chain contacts with Nqtrp,
HCO(rj) a hydrogen bond between a carbonyl group of Nqtrp
and an amide group of residue rj, and HNH(rj) a hydrogen bond
between an amide group of Nqtrp and a carbonyl group of
residue rj.

interactions between the ring motifs of the drugs and the Phe
residues of Aβ clearly contribute to the stabilization of the
complexes. To further quantify this observation, we calculated
the averaged contact numbers between the Aβ amino acids and
the five drugs in their most populated binding modes. As seen
in Figure 9, the amino acids Phe19, Phe20, and then Leu17 and
Val18 show the largest number of contacts with drugs, even
though the side chains of the C-terminal residues, and
backbone hydrogen bonding interactions contribute as well as
described in the next section.
Finally, Figure 8 shows that curcumin (D2) and resveratrol
(D5) bind most preferentially to P1 (the most populated
trimeric state predicted by OPEP), while D1 (2002-H20) and
D3 (EGCG) bind preferentially to marginally populated OPEP
models, namely, P10 and P14. In contrast, Nqtrp (D4) binds to
P5, P1, P7, and P14 with similar energies (−3.9 kcal/mol) and
to the other Aβ structures with lower energies.
Insights into Two Aβ−Nqtrp Complexes Using AllAtom MD Simulations. To validate the stability of the
structures and the binding modes predicted by Autodock, we
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Figure 9. Averaged contact numbers between the Aβ amino acids and
the drugs in the most populated binding modes. Error bars represent
the standard deviation among the five drugs. The aromatic region
(Phe19 and Phe20) shows a higher binding preference than the other
region.

Figure 6. Solvent accessibility surface area of each residue in the trimer
at 300 K. Results are obtained using the 14 most populated clusters.
The first chain is red, the second blue, and the third green. Note that
the SASA values of Ala42 in chains 2 and 3 superpose.

Nqtrp−R2(Val18−Glu22), and Nqtrp−R3(Gly37−Val40). Compared to the Autodock structure, the binding site is rearranged
with more contacts formed and shifted to the residues Ala21
and Glu22. However, the overall structure of the binding site
remains.
For model 8, the contact maps displayed in Figure S3
(Supporting Information) show that the binding site of the
Autodock structure is formed by the contacts Nqtrp−
R1(Ile31−Leu34), Nqtrp−R3(Leu17−Phe19), and there is no
contact with a second peptide. Averaged over 80 ns, the binding
site is characterized by contacts Nqtrp−R1(Leu17−Glu22,
Asn27− Gly33), Nqtrp−R2(Leu17) and Nqtrp−R3(Leu17−
Phe20, Gly33−Gly38).
Finally, to fully characterize the binding in the two models,
we constructed the free energy landscape of the binding sites by
performing PCA77 using the distances between the center of
mass of Nqtrp with residues that make contacts with Nqtrp
(see methods in Supporting Information).
Figure 10 displays the free energy landcape of the binding
site for model 1. We can identify three main minima. The three
states are very similar in the structures of the trimer, but are
different in the structure and orientation of Nqtrp. To
characterize these states in more detail, we analyzed the contact
maps and hydrogen bonds of conformations belonging to those
states. In the state S1 (42% of population), Nqtrp is in planar
configuration (Figure10) and forms contacts Nqtrp−R1(Leu17−
Ala21), Nqtrp−R2(Val18−Glu22,Lys28), and Nqtrp−R3(Val36−
Val40). On average, only a few hydrogen bonds are formed;
HCO(Glu22) (27%), HNH(Ala21) (3%), and HNH(Glu22) (6%).
In the state S2 (20%), Nqtrp is in perpendicular configuration
(Figure 10) and forms contacts Nqtrp−R1(Leu17−Ala21, Ser26−
Lys28), Nqtrp−R2(Val18−Glu22), and Nqtrp−R3(Gly37−
Val40). Hydrogen bonds are formed; HCO(Glu22) (18%),
HCO(Val39) (2%), and HNH(Lys28) (8%). Structures of state
S3 (8%) are quite similar to those in state S2 but differ in the
percentage of formed hydrogen bonds.
For model 8, there are also three dominant binding states on
the free energy landscape shown in Figure 11. Again, the
trimeric Aβ structures in the three states are conserved. The
binding site of state S1 (51%) is stabilized by contacts Nqtrp−
R1(Ala21, Asn27−Ile31), Nqtrp−R3(Leu17, Leu34−Val36),
and hydrogen bond HCO(Gly29) (4%). In state S2 (15%),
Nqtrp makes more contacts with the trimer Nqtrp−R1(Leu17−
Glu22, Asn27−Ile31), Nqtrp−R3(Leu17, Leu34−Val36), and

Figure 7. Binding energies of all significant drug−Aβ protein target
poses. We only show the clusters with a population greater than 5%.

Figure 8. Snapshots of the best binding mode of the five drugs to Aβ
trimer. For each drug (Di), we show the structure of the complex and
the Aβ model (Pj) with the lowest binding energy among all fifteen
protein models. Note that drugs 2 and 5 bind most preferentially to
P1, the lowest energy conformation predicted by OPEP.

As seen from Figure S2 (Supporting Information), the binding
site of the Autodock structure of model 1 is stabilized by the
dominant contacts Nqtrp−R1(Leu17−Phe19), Nqtrp−R2(Phe19,
Phe20), and Nqtrp−R3(Gly37−Val40). Averaged over 80 ns, the
maps show that the binding site is mainly formed by contacts
Nqtrp−R1 (Leu17−Ala21), Nqtrp−R1 (Ser26−Lys28), and
8418
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Figure 10. Free energy landscapes (in kcal/mol) of the binding site in
the P1−Nqtrp model as obtained from 80 ns MD simulation. Shown
are results along the first two principal components obtained from the
PCA analysis. The color gradient from black to yellow is indicative of
an increase in free energy. The centers of each cluster corresponding
to the main minima are shown. For clarity, the yellow balls refer to the
N-terminal residues. In each state, we show the Aβ residues that form
H-bonds with Nqtrp.

Figure 11. Free energy landscapes (in kcal/mol) of the binding site in
the P8−Nqtrp model as obtained from 80 ns MD simulation. Shown
are results along the first two principal components obtained from the
PCA analysis. The color gradient from black to yellow is indicative of
an increase in free energy. The centers of each cluster corresponding
to the main minima are shown. For clarity, the yellow balls refer to the
N-terminal residues. In each state, we show the Aβ residues that form
H-bonds with Nqtrp.

also more hydrogen bonds are formed; HCO(Ala21) (20%),
HCO(Glu22) (22%), and HCO(Ala30) (20%). State S3 (11%) is
similar to state S2 but only two hydrogen bonds are formed;
HCO(Ala21) (23%) and HCO(Glu22) (10%).
Recently, Scherzer-Attali et al. have studied the interactions
between Nqtrp with Aβ14−20, Aβ16−22, and Aβ18−24
trimers. By performing very long (25 microseconds) MD
simulations using the CHARMM force field and a solventaccessible surface-based implicit model, they showed that Nqtrp
interacts with the peptides mainly through the amide group of
residues Phe20, Ala21, and Glu22.31 To compare with this
work, we averaged the total number of hydrogen bonds
between the carbonyl (amide) groups of Nqtrp and amide
(carbonyl) groups of peptides over 80 ns MD trajectory, and
results are shown in Figure S5, Supporting Information. For
model 1, the interaction is more localized on the hydrogen
bond HCO(Glu22) (20%), and less on HNH(Ala21) (2%),
HNH(Glu22) (3%), and HNH(Lys28) (5%). For model 8, the
interaction is delocalized on 4 hydrogen bonds: HNH(Ala21)
(8%), HNH(Glu22) (5%), HNH(Gly29) (4%), and HNH(Ala30)
(4%). Overall, our findings that the main H-bonds involve
residues Phe19−Glu22 are consistent with Scherzer-Attali
et al.31 They are also consistent with 300 ns MD simulations
of the Aβ42 momomer starting from an essentially α-helical

conformation with 5 and 10 EGCG inhibitors and showing
major binding sites with Phe19, Phe20, Glu22, Lys28, and
Gly29.78

■

CONCLUSIONS
One key aspect supported by a large body of clinical and
experimental evidence is that early Aβ oligomers are the
primary toxic species, and in this respect, Aβ42 is more toxic
than Aβ40. Many small molecule compounds are known to
reduce both fibril formation and oligomers toxicity in cells, but
their success in late stage clinical trials remains to be
determined. Structural characterization of these Aβ-inhibitor
oligomers using standard tools of biology is hampered by the
complexity of the conformational dynamics of Aβ. One solution
to this problem is the application of multiscale computational
methods combining coarse-grained and all-atom models. In this
study, we have determined the structures of Aβ17−42 trimers
in isolation and with five known drugs: 2002-H20,39
curcumin,40 EGCG,40 Nqtrp,31 and resveratrol.39 In addition
to their toxicity, trimers are particularly intriguing since they are
almost as efficient as preformed fibrils in nucleating assembly.17
Our findings can be summarized as follows.
First, our extensive REMD-OPEP simulations of the Aβ17−42
trimer show that the preference for parallel β-sheet geometries of
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useful in the prevention of a wide range of pathologies, such as
cardiovascular diseases and cancers and Parkinson’s and
Huntington’s diseases.84
Of potential importance is the binding of Nqtrp to the P1
Aβ17−42 conformation. First, our picture of the binding sites is
similar to that observed by NMR spectrocopy and MD
simulations of Aβ12−28 monomer with Nqtrp.31 Second, our
dominant binding sites also suggest that Nqtrp may stabilize
the β-hairpin conformation of one peptide preventing,
therefore, higher-order β-sheet interactions. We are currently
using all-atom REMD simulations of Aβ1−42 trimer with
various concentrations of Nqtrp and with different force fields
to evaluate the robustness of our results.

the peptides is not populated in aqueous solution at 300 K.
The population of the fibril-prone conformation, N*, is 0.3%,
and thus within statistical errors. Rather, each peptide behaves
essentially as a compact coil/turn chain with little regular
secondary structures, consistent with DMD simulations,18
although there is a non-negligible configuration, referred to as
P1, with a population of 19%, characterized by one chain with
a β-hairpin spanning residue Phe19−Leu31, and the other two
chains with a weak β-α-β-turn-β motif. The role of the present
β-hairpin in oligomerization has been recently hypothesized
based on the solution structure of Aβ40 in complex with a
binding protein.79
Overall, our predicted coil/turn percentage of 84% is
consistent with a previous CD study on small oligomers.16
All generated conformations at 300 K can be described by a
total of 14 clusters, and though the three peptides are asymmetric
as seen by comparing their secondary structure profiles, they
display very similar SASA profiles and a much higher preference
for antiparallel than parallel orientation. The peptide’s propensity
for antiparallel geometry in the low order oligomers has been
recently discussed by using infrared spectroscopy of Aβ40.80 This
orientational feature is also observed in the crystal structure of
Aβ18−41 complexed/fused within the CDR3 loop of the IgNAR
protein.81 Note that it is not surprising that the construction of
this Aβ−IgNAR chimera does not reveal a β-hairpin consisting of
residues 19−31 but rather at another position, namely, residues
32−41.
Second, our extensive Autodock simulations reveal that the
five drugs, 2002-H20, curcumin, EGCG, Nqtrp, and resveratrol,
have different binding affinities for the conformational
ensemble of trimeric Aβ17−42 and multiple binding modes
although they interact preferentially with the CHC motif and
notably the side chains of Phe19 and Phe20. This preference
for the CHC region, confirmed by many experiments as a
recognition element even in the absence of atomic level models
for Aβ−drug oligomers,30,82 is encouraging because the side
chains of the predicted protein models were not free to move,
and it is possible to go beyond the Autodock free-energy
scoring function by using MD-based methods, though more
time-consuming.34,36,83
Comparing the binding affinity of the five drugs on the
possible conformational ensemble of Aβ17−42, 2002-H20 has
a poor binding affinity, while Nqtrp is the best binder. Our
result for 2002-H20 does not contradict the fact that it was
identified among the top five compounds reducing Aβ40
toxicity from a collection of 17 905 compounds by using small
molecule microarrays.39 Rather, it suggests that 2002-H20 may
be more efficient at the monomer level or at other
oligomerization levels. Our result for Nqtrp is fully consistent
with experiments showing that it is one of the most potent
inhibitors of Aβ aggregation31 and MD simulations showing
that Nqtrp has the highest affinity for monomeric Aβ12−28
among a total of ten inhibitors.36 Our Autodock analysis
indicates that Nqtrp can bind strongly to 4 different trimeric
Aβ17−42 conformations with similar binding affinities. In all
cases, the side chains of Phe19 and Phe20 constitute the
pharmacophore (see Figure S1, Supporting Information), but
Nqtrp has multiple binding modes to trimeric Aβ17−42
conformation as revealed by our all MD atom simulations. This
suggests that Nqtrp and the four other drugs are not optimized
for Aβ and may bind other exposed β-sheet conformations in
the extracellular space. In addition, we already know that these
drugs are not specific to AD. For instance, resveratrol may be
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